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Tooth enamel is one of the four major

tissues that make up the tooth in humans

and many other animals, including some

species of fish. It makes up the normally

visible part of the tooth, covering the

crown. The other major tissues are dentin,

cementum, and dental pulp. It is a very

hard, white to off-white, highly mineralised

substance that acts as a barrier to protect

the tooth but can become susceptible to

degradation, especially by acids from food

and drink
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tooth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_(tooth)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dentin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cementum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulp_(tooth)


Dentin -A thick dentin layer forms the

bulk of dental mineralized dental tissues.

Dentin is capped by a crown made of

highly mineralized and protective enamel,

and in the root, it is covered by cementum,

a structure implicated in the attachment of

the teeth to the bony socket

cementum- Cementum is a specialized

calcified substance covering the root of a

tooth. The cementum is the part of the

periodontium that attaches the teeth to the

alveolar bone by anchoring the periodontal

ligament.
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The pulp -pulp chamber is the soft area

within the center of the tooth and contains

the nerve, blood vessels, and connective tissue.

The tooth's nerve is in the "root" or "legs" of

the tooth.

The dental pellicle, -acquired pellicle, is a protein

film that forms on the surface enamel by selective

binding of glycoproteins from saliva that prevents

continuous deposition of salivary calcium phosphate.
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Potassium nitrate: The potassium ion hyperpolarizes[3] the

nerve and stops it from firing. The nerve impulses are thus

desensitized and there is no pain.

Strontium acetate and chloride: These compounds share

a similar chemical structure to calcium. Strontium based

toothpastes (acetate and chloride) are therefore able to

replace some of the lost calcium and block the exposed

tubules in the dentinal tissue. This helps prevent the

movement of the fluid within the tubules in response to a

sensitivity stimulus that could otherwise cause tooth pain.[4]

Some Sensodyne products contain calcium sodium

phosphosilicate CSPS (Novamin), which appears to help
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https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i-cf5.gskstatic.com/content/dam/cf-consumer-healthcare/sensodyne/en_GB/tickets/22871_SENSODYNE_DAILY_ORIGINAL_MINT_ANGLED_3D_440x256_fl_V1.jpg?auto=format&imgrefurl=https://www.sensodyne.co.uk/products/daily-care-original-toothpaste.html&docid=OvSpz5KA8mDy2M&tbnid=yBvLX103TUUSNM:&vet=10ahUKEwjDiJ7V1vbkAhWK6XMBHYMSCXQQMwhPKAMwAw..i&w=440&h=256&bih=651&biw=1366&q=desensitising%20agents%20sensodyne%20formulation%20composition&ved=0ahUKEwjDiJ7V1vbkAhWK6XMBHYMSCXQQMwhPKAMwAw&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensodyne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strontium_chloride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strontium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensodyne
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Calcium_sodium_phosphosilicate&action=edit&redlink=1


❑https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensodyne

❑https://www.livestrong.com/article/248944-

ingredients-in-sensodyne-toothpaste

❑http://brainstrom.org/a general overview on 

dentrifices/
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